SKYFOLD CLASSIC 51™ CONVERTS FLOOR AREA FROM A SERVICE CORRIDOR INTO FUNCTIONAL SPACE FOR THIS ULTRAMODERN, HIGH-TECH VANCOUVER HOTEL.

Capturing back-of-house hotel space for front-of-house use is no easy feat. Yet that’s what a last-minute retrofit achieved in a clever reworking of the award-winning design of Fairmont Pacific Rim, a five-star property featuring ultramodern interiors. A brainstorming session for increasing floor area and flexibility of the function rooms led to the ingenious expansion opportunity, opening up the walls to a shared service corridor and kitchen to expand the hotel’s popular ballrooms.

Two ballrooms – one large and one small – were originally called for demolishing the walls to make it one very large space. The Skyfold Classic 51 acoustical powerlift partitioning system was installed at the midpoint of the former

PROJECT FACTS
FAIRMONT PACIFIC RIM, VANCOUVER, B.C.
Project type: Hospitality / Hotel (renovation)
Design challenge: Merging two ballrooms
Design team: B+H CHIL Design (interior design); Vertical Solutions (supplier)

SKYFOLD SPECS
Number of walls: 1
Largest size: 55’1” long and 15’11” high (16.53m x 4.533m)
Motor style: Standard drive
Panel finish: Vinyl, Koroseal Excess Vicuna
Installation date: February 2012

Positioned as the first contemporary Fairmont in Canada, the hotel now has a large, flexible ballroom.
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SKYFOLD®
Acoustic leader in vertical retractable walls
In this way, Fairmont Pacific Rim gained the flexibility of having a supersized ballroom with the wall up—or, with the partition deployed, two back-to-back function spaces, each now about 3.5 feet wider.

The hotel solution brings an elegant, modern visual appeal and new ways to divide the ballroom. Even better, the hotel can now market a very large ballroom, something they didn’t have before. And instead of two traditional operable walls back-to-back, which the hotel is using in other locations, it’s just a single, 12-inch-thick Skyfold powerlift partition that meets and exceeds the required level of acoustical performance.

**BEST-QUALITY OPERABLE PARTITION**

To accomplish the task, the team selected a Skyfold Classic 51™ acoustical powerlift partitioning system to maximize interior flexibility while blending harmoniously with its modern design and detailing. “They decided they could eliminate that service corridor and still have sufficient back-of-house functionality,” says Jim Edgecombe, the Skyfold dealer for Vancouver, B.C. “The 56-foot-long partition retracts into the ceiling in just under three minutes.”

So when the 16-foot-tall Skyfold partition is closed, the Fairmont Pacific Rim has two attractive rooms (one large, one small) with full acoustical separation and privacy behind sleek matching wallcovering—and no visual evidence that it’s an operable wall, Edgecombe adds.

According to hotel engineers and managers, the Skyfold Classic 51 requires little maintenance and is easier to operate than other retracting walls. The staff has been thrilled with the operation, flexibility and sound performance that the powerlift partition system delivers.

Skyfold’s precision engineering, finish options and fast, reliable operation also matched the transformative ideas brought to the 800,000-square-foot waterfront hotel by real estate developer Westbank Projects Corp. and their design team, led by architect James KM Cheng Architects and interior architect B+H CHIL Design. The concept positioned Fairmont Pacific Rim as “the first contemporary Fairmont Hotel in Canada,” according to Claudia Leccacorvi, a project designer with B+H CHIL Design. New standards for the property’s modern décor included a standard walnut wood and a signature statuario marble, as well as custom light fixtures and vinyl wallcovering.

The Skyfold powerlift partition—another new Fairmont standard—was added later with matching surfaces. Sleek and carefully detailed, the Skyfold powerlift partition has no exposed tracks, and its reveals are slender and consistent—an ideal complement to the hotelier’s vision of a sophisticated, cosmopolitan image.

**FLEXIBILITY, WITH ELEGANCE**

The hotel is now able to market a very large ballroom, or it can offer two back-to-back function spaces separated by an acoustical wall that matches its sleek, modern decor.

**QUICKLY DEPLOYS AND RETRACTS**

The 16-foot-tall Skyfold partition retracts into the ceiling in just under three minutes—about 1 foot per 10 seconds.

**CONTEMPORARY DESIGN OPTIONS**

With a high-quality, protective vinyl finishes to match the modern interior, the wall has no exposed hardware or tracks.
The Skyfold Classic 51™ partition boosts the flexibility of the Fairmont Pacific Rim’s 15,000 square feet of versatile function space in ways unlike standard retractable walls. “It’s a precision-engineered, resilient partition designed for a highly controlled acoustical environment,” says Steve Miller, Skyfold’s vice president of sales and marketing. “These properties are very different from conventional retracting walls; the Classic is literally two steel walls nearly 12 inches apart with an air chamber and acoustic panels between them.”

In addition, the Skyfold partition can accommodate a variety of finishes as specified by the designers. When it’s not needed, the wall system retracts fully into a ceiling pocket in minutes, blending with the ceiling plane – a visually clean, minimal look that attracted the hotel project team. Another benefit is the simple, quiet operation of the partition: The 16-foot-tall partition fully retracts or deploys in about three minutes; a 9-foot-tall Skyfold model takes about 60 seconds.

In business terms, the new ballroom layout offers more rentable square footage and more room configurations – with none of the lost space and obstacles common with storing side-stack retractable walls. The hotel can drop the partition when needed – for example to cater two luncheons, back to back – and then raise the partition in minutes to quickly set an evening gala.

With these advantages, the hotel operator elected to make Skyfold a standard for all its properties, says Miller, gaining the rare honor of “preferred supplier status” for the Fairmont Hotels brand.

Attention to detail is what made Fairmont Pacific Rim the No. 5 top Canadian hotel in 2012 and a TripAdvisor Travelers’ Choice. The Interior Designers Institute of British Columbia gave it a Silver “Award of Excellence,” and Condé Nast readers voted it the only hotel in Vancouver for its 2012 Gold List. Contributing to its success is a powerlift partition that looks like it belongs – and disappears in a snap when needed.

With the Skyfold Classic 51 in place, the renovated Fairmont Pacific Rim enjoys its ease of operation and perfect acoustics every day. The hotel’s executives are planning to use the Skyfold system more as they grow, gaining the hotel more space and adaptability without added work – a prospect that pleases the banquets director and meeting planners.

To learn more about Skyfold, visit www.skyfold.com.
SKYFOLD’S EXCLUSIVE LINE OF VERTICALLY FOLDING OPERABLE WALL SYSTEMS PROVIDES A UNIQUE WAY TO SUBDIVIDE SPACE. OUR CUSTOM BUILT SYSTEMS ARE COMPLETELY AUTOMATIC AND RETRACT INTO A CEILING CAVITY WITH A SIMPLE TURNKEY OPERATION.

CLASSIC SERIES State-of-the-art acoustics for privacy and soundproofing
ZENITH SERIES Cutting-edge, innovative vertical wall technology
MIRAGE Brings in the light with your choice of transparent panels

Skyfold is pleased to be an official member of the U.S. Green Building Council. The Green Council is committed to promoting better designed buildings that are not only more environmentally and socially responsible, but also help improve the quality of life for those who occupy them and the communities in which they are built. The Council has developed a benchmarking system known as LEED (Leadership in Energy & Environmental Design). When it comes to recycled materials, architects and owners who choose a Skyfold vertically folding operable wall system can calculate the following toward LEED accreditation on their projects.

In order to continue protecting our environment, it is essential that we all do our part by using recycled materials whenever possible. Skyfold is proud to help.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recycled materials</th>
<th>Up to 97%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Post-consumer</td>
<td>Up to 27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-consumer</td>
<td>Up to 50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SKYFOLD® LIMITED WARRANTY
WORKMANSHIP: Parts & labour - 2 years or 5,000 cycles* Optional extended warranty on parts available - 10 years or 5,000 cycles* Acoustical Performance - 10 years
*First occurrence from date of shipment

SKYFOLD®, SKYFOLD® Classic™, SKYFOLD Zenith® and SKYFOLD Mirage® are registered trademarks of Skyfold Inc. and Railquip Enterprises Inc.

For more information visit our website or contact us directly.
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